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two contrary directions for framing  
global-scale BRICS strategies: 

 

1) ‘reformist reforms’: 
 strengthen the internal logic of the system, by smoothing rough edges 
 allow the system to relegitimise 
 give confidence to status quo ideas and forces 
 leave activists disempowered or coopted 
 confirm society’s fear of power, apathy and cynicism about activism 

2) ‘non-reformist reforms’: 
 counteract the internal logic of the system, by confronting core dynamics 
 continue system delegitimisation 
 give confidence to critical ideas and social forces 
 leave activists empowered with momentum for next struggle 
 replace social apathy with confidence in activist integrity and leadership 
 
 

(for these distinctions, thanks to Andre Gorz, John Saul, Boris Kagarlitsky, Gosta Esping-Andersen) 



http://davidharvey.org 



1) rising organic composition of K, overproduction 

2) overaccumulation intensifies ruinous competition 

3) capital responds to crisis tendencies: 

• Marx – search for relative and absolute surplus value 

• Luxemburg – capitalist-noncapitalist relations, imperialism 

• Harvey – spatio-temporal fixes, accumulation by dispossession 

4) relative surplus value amplifies overproduction 

5) absolute surplus value leads to imperialism 

6) dominant capitals resist and transfer devalorisation 
to vulnerable spaces and populations, and to nature  

political economy: follow the crises of capital 



The opening up of global markets 
in both commodities and capital 
created openings for other states 
to insert themselves into the 
global economy, first as absorbers 
but then as producers of surplus 
capitals.. They then became 
competitors on the world stage.  

 What might be called  
‘subimperialisms’ arose… each 
developing centre of capital 
accumulation sought out 
systematic spatio-temporal fixes 
for its own surplus capital by 
defining territorial spheres of 
influence…  



SOUTH AFRICA 

 in context of global crises, enter BRICS 

“a new global 
economic geography 

has been born” 
– President Lula da Silva,  
BRICS Brasilia Summit, 2010 



SOUTH AFRICA (added in 2010) 

why BRICs? answer from New York/London:  
building-block ‘bricks’ of 21st century world capitalism 

Jim O’Neil,  
Goldman 
Sachs 



The Great Deceleration: BRICS lead 



spatial trading fix hits limits 



spatial investment fix hits overaccumulation 
and pressure rises for deglobalisation strategies 



spatial financial fix bursts its boundaries 
emerging markets began closing capital accounts 

renewed 
exchange 
controls 



result (so far): 
a more intense 
metabolism of 
extraction and 
exploitation, 
especially in 

Africa 



  Manmohan Singh       Xi Jinping             Jacob Zuma    Dilma Rousseff       Vladimir Putin 

Durban, 2013 

BRICS summit 



 against neocolonialism 
and neoliberalism? 



 or within? 



 BRICS Development Bank ($50 bn) 

 Contingent Reserve Arrangement ($100 bn) 

  
New York Times: 
‘BRICS can agitate for 
a seat at the table’ of 
the global economy, 
through ‘signing new 
financial cooperation 
agreements… [and] 
signaling discontent at 
their lack of influence 
over decision-making 
within the world’s 
existing financial 
institutions, and 
exploring steps to do 
something about it’ 
(April 2012) 

does this 
continent need 

cooking? 



global leaders amplify climate crisis 
Copenhagen Accord, COP 15, December 2009 

• Jacob Zuma (SA) 
• Lula da Silva (Brazil) 
• Barack Obama (USA) 
• Wen Jiabao (China) 

• Manmohan Singh (India) 



climate vulnerability in Africa 

source: Strauss Center, Univ of Texas 



land-grabbed Africa by voracious 
India, China, South Africa (and Brazil) 

Source: Tomaso Ferrando 



1. South Africa       599 

2. Botswana        92 

3. Zambia            75 

4. Ghana             43 

5. Namibia           32 

6. Angola             32 

7. Mali                  29 

8. Guinea          21 

9. Mauritania  20 

 Tanzania  20 

 Zimbabwe  20 

Africa’s 
mining 

production 
by country, 

2008 









(denied by African National Congress) 
 

Didier Pereira, a special adviser to 
ousted Central African Republic 
President Francois Bozize, partnered 
with ‘ANC hard man’ Joshua Nxumalo 

and the ANC’s funding arm, Chancellor 
House, to secure a diamond export 
monopoly in the CAR. 
 Pereira is currently partnered to 
the ANC security supremo and 
fundraiser, Paul Langa, and former 
spy chief Billy Masetlha.  



“Africa Rising”! (# of citations) 



“Africa Rising”: GDP percentage increases, 1981-2012 



“Africa Rising” reality check from WB 



what’s rising? multinational corporate profits 
as a percentage of firm equity 

  

 

Source: UN Conference on Trade and Development (2007), World Investment Report 2007, Geneva.  

extractive industries 



and Africa protests Rising  
Agence France Press:: 



Africa protests (and food prices) rising  











halt violence against women 

panel on Chinese contradictions 

350.org meets Pan-African 
Climate Justice Alliance & 

SA anti-coal activists poli-econ seminar with Paez 

climate  
skype-in  
with Bill  
McKibben 



watchdogging of  
BRICS Development Bank  

panel on land-grabs, 
agriculture and water 









some BRICS & MINT struggles since 2009 crisis 
www.zcommunications.com  
 
MEND and the Islamic extremist movement Boko Haram have created the most intense battlefields 
within the MINTs and BRICS. In contrast to Nigerian guerrilla and terrorist attacks, leftists have been 
active the past few weeks in Mexico, where mass anti-privatisation protests addressed energy and 
education. A frightened Newsweek reporter last October reported from Mexico’s ‘streets of fire’, as 
protests “have become more frequent, volatile and violent, analysts say, a response to major domestic 
policy shifts and growing alienation among the young and unemployed.”  
       Indonesia recently witnessed two million protesting workers demanding 50 percent wage 
increases, while activists in Turkey competed with Brazil for the largest take-overs of public space in 
major cities last year. The potential destruction of Istanbul’s Gezi Park was just as important a symbolic 
statement of crony-capitalist power as Sepp Blatter’s politically-destructive relationship with Brazilian 
Workers Party president Dilma Rousseff, herself prone to neoliberal tendencies such as raising public 
transport prices beyond affordability. 
       Russia has witnessed mass protests, many very courageous in that authoritarian context: a 
democracy movement in late 2011, a freedom of expression battle involving a risque rock band in 
2012, gay rights in 2013 and at the Winter Olympics, and last month’s anti-war protests. Indian activists 
shook the power structure over corruption in 2011-12, a high-profile rape-murder in late 2012, and a 
municipal electoral surprise by a left-populist anti-establishment political party in late 2013. And 
Chinese activists protest tens of thousands of time a year, at roughly equivalent rates in urban and 
rural settings, especially because of pollution, such as last week’s throughout Guandong against a 
Paraxylene factory. 
  
  

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-25180472
http://www.euronews.com/2014/03/23/mexico-students-riot-in-education-protest-in-oaxaca/
http://www.newsweek.com/mexicos-streets-fire-253
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-10-31/two-million-workers-strike-in-indonesia-wage-protest-group-says.html
http://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2014-03-30-turkeys-space-time-protest-continuum/.U0H_PVeTJmo
http://showdiscontent.com/archive/gezi-parki/
http://showdiscontent.com/archive/gezi-parki/
http://showdiscontent.com/archive/gezi-parki/
http://progressivebrazil.tumblr.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011%E2%80%9313_Russian_protests
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Protests_in_India
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/9ee6fa64-25b5-11df-9bd3-00144feab49a.html?siteedition=intl#axzz2y7Nu3Jsf
http://www.danwei.com/a-report-on-mass-incidents-in-china-in-2012/
http://www.danwei.com/a-report-on-mass-incidents-in-china-in-2012/
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-03-06/pollution-passes-land-grievances-as-main-spark-of-china-protests.html
http://thediplomat.com/2014/04/maoming-protests-continue-in-southern-china/






SA’s high social protest rate 
3000 violent (thousands more non-violent) from 2009-12 






